Evolutionary causes and consequences of metabolic division of labour: why anaerobes do and aerobes don’t
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Highlights

• Catabolic division of labour is prevalent in anoxic, but not in oxic environments
• Anoxic environments are oxygen depleted because of a high influx of organic matter
• Such high flux favours evolution of shorter, incomplete pathways
• Aerobes are complete oxidizers because low flux, long pathways suffice and respiration makes more ATP at the end
• Bioreactors are high flux environments so microbes must be engineered to resist evolution to shorter pathways

Graphical abstract

Abstract

Metabolic division of the labour of organic matter decomposition into several steps carried out by different types of microbes is typical for many anoxic – but not oxic environments. An explanation of this well-known pattern is proposed based on the combination of three key insights: (i) well studied anoxic environments are high flux environments: they are only anoxic because their high organic matter influx leads to oxygen depletion; (ii) shorter, incomplete catabolic pathways provide the capacity for higher flux, but this capacity is only advantageous in high flux environments; (iii) longer, complete catabolic pathways have energetic happy ends but only with high redox potential electron acceptors. Thus, aerobic environments favour longer pathways. Bioreactors, in contrast, are high flux environments and therefore favour division of catabolic labour even if aeration keeps them aerobic; therefore, host strains and feeding strategies must be carefully engineered to resist this pull.
Introduction

Methanogens ‘sit at the end’ of the food web for anaerobic degradation with CO\textsubscript{2} and methane as end products (Fig. 1). Why are methanogens not using sugars as substrates? Sugars would provide more energy. If methanogens used sugars themselves, there would be no anaerobic food web. Instead, they would reap all the benefits from doing all the catabolic work themselves. Mechanistic explanations such as lacking transporters or bottlenecks in metabolism cannot answer such questions because any such mechanistic details can change during evolution.

Aerobic environments, in contrast, have selected for microbes that oxidize their substrates completely (Fig. 1). That is, catabolic division of labour is not as ubiquitous as often claimed [1–4]. It is usual in anaerobic but unusual in aerobic environments. There are, however, apparent exceptions to this general pattern that we will examine later. First, we present our three-pronged argument that is, to our knowledge, the first explanation of this general pattern. Equipped with this conceptual framework, we will briefly explain what this means for biotechnological applications.

I. Shorter pathways can run faster if substrate supplies support it

The first prong of our argument is based on the kinetic theory of optimal pathway length developed by Heinrich, Holzhütter and Schuster [5]. For a longer overview see [6,7]. This theory makes three key assumptions: (1) Catabolic pathways evolved to maximise the rate of ATP production. This is equivalent to maximizing the specific growth rate, as ATP requirements for biomass formation (Y\textsubscript{ATP}) are quite independent of the catabolic pathway. Note, however, that this common assumption is not correct for all environments, for example, the growth rate of biofilms is determined by growth yield rather than specific growth rate [8]. (2) The total concentration of all enzymes in a pathway is constrained because making enzymes costs ATP and precursors and the capacity of the cell to synthesize proteins is limited. (3) The total concentration of metabolites in a pathway is likewise constrained, e.g., because metabolites, especially at higher concentrations, can leak out of the cell or lead to side reactions or toxicity [9].

It follows from these assumptions that the concentrations of substrates and enzymes for each step have to be reduced if the pathway is lengthened. Since reaction rates increase with both increasing enzyme and increasing substrate concentrations, lengthening pathways strongly lowers substrate flux. Assuming that ATP gain in a pathway is proportional to pathway length (every step provides a little ATP, a simplification we address later), the rate of ATP production will be optimal at a certain, usually short pathway length [5]. Shortening a pathway can thus increase the specific growth rate, which would be an important fitness advantage under well-mixed conditions.

Kinetic theory of optimal pathway length explains acetate cross-feeding and incomplete ammonia oxidation

The theory has been applied to explain the evolution of cross-feeding via acetate in chemostat cultures of Escherichia coli [6] and the division of labour in nitrification [7]. Nitrification is the oxidation of ammonia via nitrite to nitrate, carried out by two different types of organisms in contrast to the chemically similar oxidation of methane to CO\textsubscript{2}, which is carried out by a single organism with a complete oxidation pathway (Fig. 2). Since kinetic theory predicted that the shorter pathway of incomplete ammonia oxidation to nitrite increases specific growth rate but reduces growth yield, it was proposed that complete ammonia oxidation, nicknamed comammox, should have a fitness advantage in biofilms where substrate influx is slowed down and yield is crucial [7]. Comammox was then independently discovered – in biofilms – by two groups in 2015 [10,11]. After obtaining a pure culture, comammox growth parameters could be measured [12], confirming predictions by Costa et al. [7] that the specific growth rate should be lower and growth yield higher in comammox than in incomplete ammonia oxidizers. As expected, long solids retention times, or systems including an attached growth phase that also leads to long solids retention times, favour slower growing microbes such as comammox while high ammonia concentrations do not [13].
Figure 1. Why anaerobic conditions are coupled with high substrate flux and shorter pathways, leading to catabolic division of labour, in contrast to aerobic conditions.
Figure 2. Compared to nitrification, the biochemically similar methane oxidation has an energetic happy end. The last oxidation step releases much more Gibbs free energy in methane oxidation than in nitrification, selecting for complete oxidation in methanotrophs and reducing the yield advantage for complete oxidation of ammonia. Simplified schematic.
**Substrate affinity – important for fitness but ill understood**

High substrate affinity is advantageous in biofilms [14] as well as in oligotrophic environments [15] that are mimicked in chemostats [16]. Hence, it is not surprising that the pure strain of comammox, *Nitrospira inopinata*, has a higher substrate affinity for ammonia than incomplete ammonia oxidizing bacteria. However, measurements so far do not cover the diversity of comammox and substrate affinity is even higher in one species of incomplete ammonia oxidizing archaea, which have a less ATP consuming CO$_2$ fixation pathway [12]. Comammox can also utilize nitrite, but has a low affinity for this substrate [12]. Costa et al. [7] did not attempt to predict substrate affinity due to our lack of understanding of substrate affinity from first principles that would be required to predict affinities of unknown organisms. This is an important gap to fill. While unfilled, dynamic kinetic models such as the theory of optimal pathway length have at least the potential to consider the effect of assumed or measured affinity, in contrast to stoichiometric flux-balance models. Disregarding affinity effects, recent stoichiometric modelling of optimal resource allocation across metabolic pathways came to the same conclusions as the theory of optimal pathway length, but recast this in terms of protein costs and limited solvent capacity of the cell [17–20].

**Substrate concentration versus flux**

We frame the discussion of optimal pathway length in terms of substrate influx into the environment, i.e., in terms of rate of substrate supply to consumers, rather than in terms of substrate concentration. This may seem an unimportant detail, but it is fundamentally important because a low substrate concentration in the environment could be the result of very high rates of production and consumption of this substrate. For example, hydrogen, which for thermodynamic reasons is maintained at very low concentrations, is nevertheless rapidly exchanged in interspecies hydrogen transfer between juxtaposed producers and consumers [21–23]. The advantage of shorter catabolic pathways is their capacity for higher substrate flux, which is only beneficial in environments where the rate of substrate supply is high, regardless of whether the substrate concentration is high or low. This is analogous to the advantage of a sports car with its capacity for high speed, which is only beneficial when speed is not limited by traffic and road conditions. However, its disadvantage of a low mileage or yield always exists.

**Alternative explanations for division of labour in anoxic environments**

Dolfing [22] has argued that the division of labour characteristic for the methanogenic food web can be explained by thermodynamics alone. However, converting glucose to methane and CO$_2$ is not a problem thermodynamically. It is more exergonic ($\Delta G^\circ = -418 \text{ kJ} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$, calculated after [24]) than any partial conversion observed in the methanogenic food web. Consider splitting a pathway, converting S to P, into several steps. First, the overall thermodynamics from S to P would not change but the multi-step process would be more constrained thermodynamically as each step has to be exergonic enough to conserve ATP and all organisms would have to grow at the same specific growth rate to maintain the consortium long term. Second, extracellular transport of intermediates would require concentration (and Gibbs free energy) gradients and become slower with distance, imposing additional constraints on intermediate concentrations and fluxes. Third, intermediates could get lost before being taken up. Hence, thermodynamic limitations simply cannot be overcome by catabolic division of labour. Therefore, thermodynamics alone would not shed light on the pros and cons of complete versus incomplete oxidation of ammonia or organic matter under aerobic conditions, nor sugar metabolism via Embden-Meyerhof-Parnas (EMP) versus Entner-Doudoroff (ED) pathways [25,26].

Reduced overhead for regulating short catabolic pathways and narrow utilizable substrate ranges have also been suggested to explain the division of labour in anaerobes [21]. However, costs of regulating gene expression are far lower than costs of producing large numbers of catabolic enzymes [27]. Moreover, costs of regulating many pathways are likely higher than costs of regulating a single pathway whether long or short, since regulation is organized into operons.
II. Anoxic conditions result from high organic matter influx

The second prong of our argument is the recognition that those anaerobic environments we know about are anaerobic because they receive a high influx of organic matter. Examples are the cow rumen, anaerobic digesters, rice paddies or lake sediments. These environments are embedded in an oxic world, produced by oxygenic photosynthesis. They are only anoxic because any oxygen entering is rapidly depleted by the activity of aerobic microbes around the periphery and facultative anaerobes within the system. Here again what matters is the high rate of influx of degradable organic material, surpassing the rate of influx of oxygen required for its oxidation, not the concentration of the material in the environment as such. There is nothing magical about anaerobic metabolism \textit{per se} that explains the prominence of short catabolic pathways, it is the high substrate flux that matters, combined with a low ATP gain at the end of the complete pathway, which we will discuss next.

III. Aerobic but not anaerobic catabolism has an energetic happy end

The third prong of our argument considers differences in the distribution of ATP conserving steps between anaerobic and aerobic pathways. Complete aerobic oxidation of glucose is highly exergonic ($\Delta G^{\circ} = -2,870\, \text{kJ} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$) while its conversion to methane, using CO$_2$ as electron acceptor, supplies only 15% of this Gibbs free energy change ($\Delta G^{\circ} = -418\, \text{kJ} \cdot \text{mol}^{-1}$) [24]. Other anaerobic food chains use terminal electron acceptors with redox potentials similar to CO$_2$ (around -250 mV) [24]. Not only is the total possible ATP gain much reduced, but also the distribution of ATP conserving steps over the methanogenic food chain gives the primary fermenters the poor man’s lions’ share while syntrophs and methanogens get even less [28,29]. This is in marked contrast to the energetic happy end in aerobic respiration, where about 63% of ATP is conserved by oxidizing acetyl-CoA compared to 37% from glucose to acetyl-CoA. Thermodynamically, denitrification yields 94% of the Gibbs free energy of aerobic respiration [24,30], but biochemically, fewer coupling sites are used so the ATP gain is only about 60% [31], though this is still much higher than other anaerobic respiratory chains. Moreover, there is still a happy end as more NADH is produced in the citric acid cycle than upstream and the oxidation of NADH in the respiratory chain is energetically equivalent regardless of where in the pathway NADH has been formed.

In summary, the anaerobic environments we know about harbour food chains where catabolic labour is divided into several short steps. This is because their conditions of high substrate influx, resulting in oxygen depletion, and low ATP gain in the final steps of substrate conversion, make short pathways produce ATP at a higher rate, but at the cost of a reduced growth yield. In contrast, aerobes usually oxidize their substrates completely as the capacity of short pathways for high flux is not needed in low influx environments and forsaking the happy end of aerobic respiration would be too costly (Fig. 1).

Examples and exceptions – how generally valid is our explanation?

The empirical support for what is typical in aerobic versus anaerobic environments summarized above comes from a range of examples that are shown in Box 1. More elucidating than supportive examples, however, are those cases which appear to contradict our reasoning. They are also discussed in Box 1. When compiling evidence, we need to be aware that our knowledge is heavily biased as better studied organisms were enriched in batch cultures, which select for fast growth under substrate excess, indeed yielding the typical short pathway organisms. Exceptional microbes with complete metabolism were discovered later.
From understanding pathway evolution to biotechnological applications

The above discussion aims to explain the driving forces for pathway evolution in natural microbial communities and why microbes either completely convert a substrate or divide the catabolic labour. Regarding biotechnological applications, one needs to recognize that there are many different applications with contrasting constraints and objectives. For example, bioprocesses to convert substrate to non-biomass product require complete conversion without any overflow metabolism. Here, product yield is paramount and biomass a waste product. Thus, single strains with long pathways are desired as they are far easier to engineer and easier to work with under controlled conditions [32,33]. Such organisms and processes are not necessarily engineered to completely oxidize substrates to \( \text{CO}_2 \) but to have a maximal product (but not biomass) yield, produced at sufficient (but not necessarily maximal) rates to be economical.

Since single “superbugs” are engineered against natural tendencies, it is important for the metabolic engineer to understand the evolutionary forces and metabolic trade-offs and how they depend on the environmental conditions. Bioreactors have high substrate influx like anaerobic environments typically do. Indeed, if bioreactors need to be kept aerobic, a massive aeration effort is required. Under these conditions, kinetic theory of optimal pathway length explains why engineering a process to increase specific growth rate above some critical rate may favour overflow metabolism and thus reduce product yield. Other theories that are also based on trade-offs in resource allocation, but do not consider enzyme kinetics, come to the same general conclusion [2,18]. The evolutionary tendency for an organism in well-mixed environments to maximize growth rate at the expense of making the desired product must be engineered against. This can be done by removing the genes that allow for overflow metabolism and carefully controlling substrate feeding rates. Including a “happy end” in terms of driving force in the product forming pathway will also improve the push to its completion. Industrial processes occur over much shorter time periods than communities evolve in nature, but biotechnology strains still must be stable through the required seed trains and large-scale operations, let alone the engineering cycles themselves.

Another type of application are processes to recover resources or energy from complex ‘waste’ materials, whether crop plant residues or sewage. Product yield is again crucial, but now the substrate is a complex mixture of unknown and variable composition of complex materials. In this case, a natural community of microorganisms dividing catabolic labour has advantages, in addition to faster conversion, due to its self-organized reconfiguration to the ever changing substrate composition [34]. Also, a diverse natural community would be more robust and resilient under environmental perturbations [32,35]. Indeed, this very robustness makes it difficult to engineer the environment in such a way that microbes with specific metabolic characteristics would be favoured [36]. For a recent analysis of mechanisms that have been proposed to improve the evolutionary robustness of metabolic cooperation, see [3,4,19,37].

Conclusions

Pathway length and distribution of ATP conserving steps are crucial for understanding the pros and cons of catabolic division of labour in particular pathways. In nature, aerobic catabolism usually oxidizes substrates completely because a higher capacity for substrate turnover would remain unused in the low substrate influx environments that remain aerobic. Moreover, the final stage of aerobic catabolism, transferring electrons from acetyl-CoA oxidation to a high redox potential terminal electron acceptor, is an energetic happy end too good to miss. We show that most exceptions can be explained within our three-pronged conceptual framework. In biotechnological applications to convert substrate to non-biomass product, single strains without overflow metabolism are required and engineering strategies must be devised to increase flux through the product forming pathway without decreasing product yield.
### Box 1. Examples of catabolic pathways, exceptions and explanations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The rules</th>
<th>Example(s) confirming rule</th>
<th>Exception(s)</th>
<th>Explanation(s) of exception(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Long pathways in aerobic microbes (and denitrifiers using high redox potential electron acceptors)</td>
<td>Complete oxidation of sugars to CO₂ [25,38]</td>
<td>Crabtree positive yeasts, cancer cells, Acetic acid bacteria</td>
<td>Overflow metabolism; Boost of specific growth rate if substrate supply rate is high; Spoilage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Methane oxidation</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>Energetic happy end (Fig. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete ammonia oxidation (comammox)</td>
<td>Incomplete ammonia oxidation</td>
<td>Unhappy end so comammox less advantageous (Fig. 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete denitrification</td>
<td>Partial denitrification [39,40]</td>
<td>All NOx reductions have equivalent ATP gain. Shorter pathway has rate advantage if electron acceptor supply not limiting [31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Short pathways in anaerobic microbes (using low potential electron acceptors)</td>
<td>Methanogenic food chain consists of several steps [23]</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>A hypothetical sugar consuming methanogen would have a tiny fitness advantage in yield-favouring biofilms with very low substrate influx</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete oxidation of fermentation products such as lactate to acetate by some sulfate reducers; oxidation of acetate to CO₂ by other sulfate reducers [41]</td>
<td>Sulfate reducing hyperthermophilic archaean Archaeoglobus fulgidus oxidizes starch to acetate (less incomplete) and lactate to CO₂ [42]</td>
<td>Unclear</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Anaerobic methane oxidation with sulfate as electron acceptor in two steps [43]</td>
<td>Anaerobic methane oxidation with nitrate as electron acceptor in one step [44]</td>
<td>Nitrate reduction to nitrite has much higher redox potential (+433 mV, cf. O₂ +818 mV) than sulfate reduction (-210 mV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Demethylation and aromatic ring degradation by two different metabolic types</td>
<td>Demethylation and aromatic ring degradation by Holophaga foetida [45]</td>
<td>Higher growth yield is advantageous in biofilms where substrate influx is limited [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Incomplete reductive dehalogenation of tetrachloroethene to dichloroethene</td>
<td>Complete reductive dehalogenation of tetrachloroethene [46]</td>
<td>Unclear. Maybe requiring others to remove toxic dichloroethene might disadvantage incomplete dehalorespirers when they are sparsely distributed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Explanations expounded**

- **Overflow metabolism**: Mechanistic explanations for overflow metabolism that invoke insufficient capacity for respiration [47] or other bottlenecks do not address fitness advantages of pathways since such bottlenecks could evolve away if there were a fitness advantage.
- **Boost of specific growth rate if substrate supply can support it**: This type of explanation of overflow metabolism invokes trade-offs in resource allocation or the similar macromolecular crowding/solvent capacity constraint [17,48], which are fundamental so cannot be overcome by evolution. Demonstrated to explain incomplete oxidation of glucose in Acetobacter methanolicus [49], acetate overflow in Escherichia coli [17], Crabtree effect in budding yeast and the Warburg effect in cancer and other rapidly propagating mammalian cells [48,50].
Spoilage: In environments with initially high substrate concentration enabling rapid consumption, such rapid consumption of the substrate coupled with producing toxic metabolites (acids and alcohols) reduces the share that competitors can get from the substrate [48]. This could explain why some organisms use pathways that increase substrate consumption rates without also increasing specific growth rates. For example, *Zymomonas mobilis* grows at about the same rate as *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* but produces ethanol at twice the rate and half the ATP yield, resulting in roughly equal specific growth rates [26]. This requires producers of toxic metabolites to have a high tolerance for the toxins to make sense.
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